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Cloud Provider Industry Leadership
Listing AT&T and Savvis as the Magic Quadrant leaders, 
the Gartner report ‘Cloud Infrastructure as a Service and 
Web Hosting‘ provides a framework for a product strategy 
for Cloud service providers. 

Providers who want to drive their way to the top of this 
ranking can do so by responding to the core message and 
opportunity at the heart of the report, that the traditional 
web hosting and Cloud markets will converge over the 
next five years, and that this will provide a platform for 
expanding a full MSP solution portfolio (Managed Service 
Provider).

Solution Selling Business Transformation
The Cloud Best Practices Network specializes in how Cloud computing can be used to achieve 
Business Transformation.

Furthermore it also includes expert sales consulting services to help organizations adopt business 
transformation maturity programs to improve their selling effectiveness. This includes adopting it 
internally and also incorporating it into client solution programs.

Level 5 Solution Selling integrates i) Solution Selling, a framework for 
junior 'journeymen' salespeople to evolve from product-centric, 
feature/benefit selling into the consultative approach required for 
managing high value, complex outsourcing deals. 

As Mike Bosworth says at the beginning of the book "Solution Selling 
is about making the way you sell as big an advantage as your product or 
service", and this team pioneered this approach to penetrate the 
Fortune1000 blue-chips.

Vendors can improve their sales effectiveness by utilizing business transformation models as a 
value justification framework for Solution Selling their products. 

For example this can be used for Unified Communications tools. This case study we developed at 
BT, Transforming Team Communications, illustrates this eloquently. This documents how the 
'bleep process', one of the most inefficient communications processes within the acute clinical 
environment, was transformed through a UC deployment.
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The paper documents the transformation business case, how the UC installation was justified 
through a clear business case that identifies the process improvements that deliver the cost savings 
that pay for it. This business case approach is the backbone of Solution Selling, which is contrast 
to a product-centric feature/benefit selling and provides a repeatable methodology for building 
these engaging proposals.

MSP Solution Selling
Gartner explain that the Cloud supply market is a new one that has grown out of the existing web 
hosting sector, and although it sits within this segment it offers a new level of technical capability 
that can enable an entirely new set of services.

Cloud services that supply the existing web hosting demand are typically servicing technical 
buyers who are making a tactical decision on where and how to host their web application. Hence 
this is a technical, ‘transactional’ buying decision where they make decisions on technical criteria.

In contrast Gartner also introduce the key to this article, a second, new type of customer who is 
looking for more; Cloud has inspired a new market of demand, where this group is approaching 
the trend strategically, they’re looking to:

“understand what Cloud can do for their business” and “over time, intend to try and 
move some, if not all, of their data center infrastructure to the Cloud.

This corresponds with the most important point of 
Solution Selling, what Mike Bosworth describes as the 
“Conceptual Sales Territory” for salespeople to prospect 
new clients.

He makes the point that salespople typically approach 
prospecting as a process of looking for clients in an active 
buying cycle for what they sell, like an RFP.

However these are the most aggressively contested, force 
the lowest prices and as Mike also explains they are likely 
to be already influenced by another salesperson.

Instead expert sales prospectors focus on the much larger market of those ‘Not Looking’, and 
inspire new project opportunities through a process of needs creation. They are then in control of 
the buying process and enjoy much higher win rates with larger margins.

Cloud Solutions Roadmap
This provides a context for the Gartner MSP strategy because Cloud products that supply the web 
hosting market are essentially servicing the existing ‘Looking’ market, technical buyers looking 
for a hosting service for their web applications.

In contrast a broader set of new products will cater for proactive prospecting into the much larger 
‘Not Looking’ market, because as Gartner says this segment “is looking to understand what  
Cloud can do for their business.” They’re more likely to be business people open minded to new 
use case scenarios.

Gartner highlight that the most heavily weighted criteria for their assessment is the product 
portfolios offered by the service provider, and their associated sales and service excellence.

Therefore quite simply and logically new product innovation is the key to industry success in the 
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forthcoming Cloud market. A suitable product set will provide expert salespeople with the toolset 
to prospect very effectively in the Not Looking category.

The reviews by Gartner of each providers differentiating offerings quantifies the framework for 
this:

• Core client needs: CSC is catering for software developers needs in a more in-depth 
manner, through working with Skytap to offer a greater set of value adds for them. 

• Vertical solutions: Media Temple specializes in the media industry and offers relevant 
micro-site application hosting, and Carpathia is tapping the gigantic government sector 
through Compliance capabilities. 

• Horizontal solutions: Sungard is a well established player in the Business Continuity 
market, and is moving to exploit the Cloud market that will drive new demand for this type 
of service. 

• Telco Cloud Services - AT&T is ranked as a leader because their Cloud services are 
tightly integrated with their core network products. VPNs et al are key to the MSP model 
as they bridge the gap between the clients LAN and the Cloud. 

Savvis is also listed with AT&T as a leader of this Magic Quadrant, being recognized for their 
broad portfolio of solutions that includes the full range of MSP components, like managed 
enterprise applications, Business Continuity and SaaS platforms, as well as Cloud IaaS services.

Gartner also list this as a weakness though, in that these options sit on different platforms and this 
diversity can cause market confusion. However this repeats the message of where they see the 
market developing over the next five years, that the leaders who will ultimately win the market 
will be those who converge these two environments.

Cloud Applications Platform
The foundation to this strategy, and the key component of our Cloud MSP engagement, is the 
development of a 'Cloud Application Platform'. This utilizes Cloud computing as a platform for 
new products and services, providing common provisioning, delivery and billing environment as 
well as application virtualization.

An example is our Esotera Distributed Storage system, which offers the same features, and more, 
as the similar Rackspace Cloud Files, a Cloud service which provides a simple file store service 
on top of their Cloud. All it requires is a baseline SAN or NAS storage resources to support a 
virtual file system for applications, and a VM service provider interface compatible with the 
JClouds standard.

The Cloud MSP engagement establishes this product platform and also an ongoing partner 
program to populate this catalogue with the variety of new managed services required for this 
strategy.

• Fast Quote - A 'Cloud Sourcing' service to develop price proposals for client migrations 
• Quickly size and price each cloud service from a vendor for a given solution requirement 
• Compare service providers for cost, QOS (availability, security and reliability)

To begin your Cloud MSP transformation project, contact us : contact@cloudbestpractices.org
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About the Author
Neil McEvoy

Neil McEvoy is the Founder and President of the Cloud Best Practices 
Network.

He has a track record of pioneering Cloud Computing solutions for 
over fifteen years, with a particular specialism in SaaS, founding one 
of Europe's first pure-play ASPs at aged 28. The App Tap, a joint 
venture with Microsoft was funded by the UK's leading Internet 
entrepreneurs including Cliff Stanfords Redbus Interhouse, the 
original founders of Pipex and others, and pioneered the first Content Management Portal via a 
SaaS architecture.

Neil has repeatedly brought a number of leading edge Cloud products to market, including the 
SaaS-based Microsoft Unified Comms suite for British Telecom, Europe's first enterprise web 
hosting product set for PSINet and the use of Open Source applications like Drupal for Web 2.0 
portals On Demand. Recently he has also founded the Cloud Ventures Network to help other 
entrepreneurs launch new Cloud businesses.

Neil is also an expert in Business Transformation and Solution Selling. Upon emigrating to 
Canada Neil has immersed himself in the Government sector, including working for management 
consulting firm PwC and specializing in developing and applying Open Government Maturity 
Models to the Canadian Government system. This includes launching the first Open Innovation e-
procurement portal OpenRFP.net.

Feel free to connect on Linkedin or send me an email.

Endorsements
“Neil was creative and dogged in developing and bringing in business. From the time he joined  
the company he made a significant impact on how we attempted to enter and gain a foothold in  
new markets and with new products. Although we were often hard pressed to keep up with his  
demands in terms of product development he was persistent and by working together we overtook  
most of the competition with an investment of substantially lesser proportions…gratifying when  
you think and compare the results. 
Eventually we established a cash neutral hosting business and after two years looked back at  
what must have been one of the most exciting times in Internet and Hosting deveelopment. 
He left just months before I did sensing that our opportunities were about to fold and ever since  
he has applied the same positive outlook towards building and developing businesses. 
I have no hesitation in recommending him as a creative and talented member of any team. 
Valerie Holt 
Former CEO PSINet UK.
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